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Understanding the depths of the marine substrate is of vital importance for an increasing variety

of fundamental purposes that contribute to the comprehension of our planet's functioning. The

primary objective of this research was to map the seafloor through multibeam bathymetry, at

Latitude 1º N of the mid-Atlantic ridge, NW of the Archipelago of São Pedro and São Paulo. Data

were collected aboard the Hydrographic and Oceanographic Research Ship (NpqHOc) Vital de

Oliveira, within the scope of the QWHALES, SeabedMap and PQ MapMar projects. An EM-122

multibeam echosounder was used, in the 12 kHz frequency range, with an opening of 60º and at a

speed of 7 knots. Raw data processing was performed with Caris HIPS & SIPS version 11.4.24

software. Until this study, the selected area had not been mapped, meaning that mapping a

previously unexplored region of the ocean floor represents a crucial advancement, highlighting

the importance of understanding the complexity of the marine environment. The obtained results

allowed the generation of a bathymetric surface map at a pixel resolution of 50 meters. With the

bathymetric map, it was possible to identify the morphology of slow-spreading mid-ocean ridges.

Through elevation profile, an axial valley delimited by edge faults to the axial valley was

interpreted. Along the valley, there is a discontinuity with an offset of approximately 17 km from

the axis in the mapped area. This metric, associated with the morphology of the expansion axis

that develops a narrow and deep axial valley, allowed the classification of non-transforming

displacement or second-order displacement. Finally, it was also possible to identify that this

discontinuity is located between the South American and African tectonic plates. 
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